
Michiru LaFleur - 16

20 years after first Jaeger attack
Tech improved to manual controls from neural synapse controls
! -NSC used to consist of two pilots because the system would overload one pilot’s 
!  brain if alone.

Jaeger Corps NEEDS YOU to be the face of the Corps

Kaiju are coming back in very large numbers, attacks more refined and coordinated.
When you get close to them in battle, start to lose our mind.
! Why they want to take over the world currently unknown.

Sinobium - cult trying to bring back Cthulhu. 
! Churches of the Blind God, Church of the Tentacle God
! Developing own mechas
! Taking over as many (3rd world) govts as they can
!
Jaeger is first responders to all Kaiju and Cult

W and E ocean front gone, Europe and Asian practically gone. Australia pretty good.
Alaska and Space station HQs, centralized. Jaegers are air dropped onto fight scene 
(ODST)

Pacific Region is most active.

Briefing: 
Introductions
(I’m signing autographs)
Rico - Nikolai Rasputin, Russian
CB - some cool guy not paying attention, big headphones
James - looks like Idris, beat up soldier, pissed and confused (was kicked out and 
brought back)
Laura - Ezra, eye patch lady, not at sociable, huge scar on her face. Giving Michiru the 
death stare

Older black guy looks just like [James] - Stacker Pendercost
You are the new and old recruits to the corps
Kaiju have come back
Some are vets, I’m brand new, [James] is given a second chance. 
Have to test our mettle in a sims. 
If we score too poorly, will be kicked out, mind wiped and dropped off on a beach.
CB still not paying attention. Just following the motion.

Sim:
We’re fighting each other, no radar - only line of sight, battle royale. Close combat sim.



1st: James 
2nd: Rico 
3rd: CB (Paul X. Danzig)
4th: Justice
5th: Michiru
6th: Ezra

(2 full actions. Can’t decide to do 3rd action UNLESS theme song comes on.)
My theme song plays at start :)

James turns on active cloaking at start.

CB takes cover behind building

Justice is driven by James’ dad (dark pink), instantly appears behind Rico. Rico evades 
6 missiles.

I land in mid of city. Instantly notice missiles. I hit Justice with my Bowgun, left leg (7 
dmg, marked off 1 kill), then I hide behind a building unnoticed.

Ezra rolls eye at the sight of 2 pink mecha. Tries to throw the boomerang at me, but 
misses. She makes her way to me.

James is still invisible. Searches for other combatants he hasn’t seen yet. Sees Ezra. 
Moves away and finds me taking cover against a building.

Rico fires a shot at Justice, damages his L arm. Moves backwards.

CB can only see the ppl up in the air. Stays in position.

Justice hits Rico with 4 missiles: head, sensors (wiped out, back-up activated), shield 
mount (has no shield so it does nothing), weapon (beam canon, blows up). Fires 6 
shots out of rifle, missed.

I “anime jump” at Justice, I hit him with my energy sword in the torso twice!

Ezra grabs boomerang. Stays in position.

James shoots at Justice with sword gun, hits head. Head explodes! Stealth mode 
running hot and is now glowing, EMP glow - just like the Romulan stealth tech. Justice’s 
back up sensors activate in mecha’s torso. Justice’s mecha goes down, takes Jame’s 
dad killed out of simulation.

CB moves forward from position and unloads smart missiles (36) at James. Misses. 
Shoots micro missiles from limbs (54). Hits the building I’m standing on. Debris 
damages James’ left leg.



I fire my heart missile at CB, miss. She makes a “Yeah!” sound when Heart Beam is 
fired. It’s rigged to do that bc it’s a promotional weapon.

Ezra throws boomerang at me, misses. Swings sword at James, misses. 

James cloaks a runs away.

Rico misses me with his gun. Fires again, misses.

CB shoots linked gattling guns at James, misses.

I shoot at Ezra, miss. Shoot again, HIT! all 5 times (BV is is 5)
! -torso/power plant (if I had hit her by one more point, she would’ve blown up!)
! -head
! -torso
! -R leg
! -torso
 *I’m in trouble*

Ezra hit me with her boomerang
! -Torso, I’M DAMAGED! Hit me right in the heart.
Ezra hit me with her gun
! -torso! My armor absorbed the damage. WHEW!

James moves in and swings sword at CB, just misses.

Rico fires rail gun at me, just got me. 
! -hits my torso/power plant, ammo hits crack from Ezra’s hit. Breaks, implodes. I 
! eject unharmed. I throw up during the eject.

CB misses James with the big guns, and he’s RIGHT in front of him. 

Ezra aims at (hovering) Rico. She anime leaps at him and then throws boomerang at 
him, misses. 
! Rico: [tauntingly] “Fuuuuuuuck yoooooouuuuu!”
Ezra falls straight down after the leap, damages legs on impact.

James slashes sword at CB, cuts R leg right off. Aims at Rico - CINEMATIC DAMAGE! 
Sensor overload, Rico blinded for 3 turns. Small window opens (like in a tank!)

Rico boosts all the way up in the air, “WARNING: leaving game zone.” So he lowers 
down a bit. Jury-rigging his mech.

CB takes aim at James with chest gattling guns. Fails to hit James again.



Ezra takes aim with gun at Rico, takes penalty because he’s too far up in the air. Hits 
right leg. Second shot hits torso. 

James cloaks, stows gun sword, and then moves away from CB.

CB aims guns at Ezra both times, misses.

Ezra takes shot at Rico, hits head. Shoots at CB, he falls over to dodge the shot.

James activates glowing swords (while still in stealth, HA!). Stands ground.

Rico aims at Ezra, misses. Screens come back on. 

CB hits Ezra with first shot in the head. Misses with 2nd.

Ezra hits with two shots to the torso at CB.

James puts beam sabers away and moves toward Ezra. Invisible again!

Rico shoots at Laura twice, misses both times. 

CB hits Ezra with 8 shots:
! -head
! -L arm
! -weapon/sword (destroyed)
! -R arm
! -torso
! -Torso
! -head
! -torso

Ezra shoots at CB with her gun, hits torso and R arm.

James attacks Ezra twice with Vulcan weapons, hits her head with first shot. 

Rico misses Laura twice.

CB hits Ezra’s torso with one shot. 

Ezra walks up to CB and draws big sword. Misses!

James shoots at Ezra twice. Hits second time. THE HEAD!!!! Crescent beam slices 
Ezra’s head. 

Ezra is taken out of the game.



Rico aims assault canons at CB, misses. 

CB shoots Rico with linked chest gattling guns, hits 3 times:
! -R arm
! -L leg
! -torso

James shoots (sword gun) at CB’s head, hits. Then shoots at Rico’s head, kills.

Rico is taken out of the game.

CB shoots at James, misses.

James walks up to prone CB’s mecha. Slashes at his weapon/army knife.

CB shoots at James, hits 6 times. 
! -head
! -torso/power plant
! -L leg
! -CINEMATIC DAMAGE/power plant overload!!!!!

***CB WINS GAME!***

“I GOT BEAT BY A CRIPPLE!”
 
CB, with headphones still on, calmly walks away.

I have mood hair! I’m in a bad mood, so my hair turned black.

Pendergast: pits 1st place with last place, CB versus me. Rico becomes my handler/
coach. Ezra coaches CB. 

Christina powers up first and hits CB with her Heart Beam in the torso
Hits with the Bowgun in the torso

CB misses with the homing missiles and hits with micro missiles in the torso x4, head x2

Christina hits with the Bowgun in the L.Leg, R.Leg, and the Head.

***Christina Wins!***

CB, with headphones on, walks away again saying nothing

Pendergast walks out amazed says “Dismissed”. We now have free time.



Co-Pilots (red shirts):
Nolan Allers <3
Dorsey Racine
Vanner Ericson
Aaron Iverone

Marissa Takachi
Allen Nisham
Alaina Foregrave
Katarina Wirick

Nolan comes to my quarters and flirts with me. I lightly reject him and am about to shut 
the door when he entices me with fresh fruit and other foods way different from the dry 
rations I’ve been eating. I slowly walk over to to his quarters, but the door is shut in my 
face. “Ok. I can respect that.”

Rico joins Aaron and Allen for a game of Zero G.

Ezra is drinking alone in the mess.

CB goes to the gym and practices in the martial arts sim: Chuck Norris mode (Walker 
Texas Ranger). Johnny Cage nut shots Chuck, “I’m a fucking robot, human.”

Chuck crescent kicks on CB. Hits left arm.

CB throws roundhouse kick, Chuck catches his foot. “Well this is gonna suck.”

Chuck moves in to pin CB.

CB tries for an escape, kicks out of hold. 

Chuck throws a punch to the torso. Hit.

CB tries to sweep the leg. Miss.

Chuck hits with a stomp. CB gets squished. Taken out with gerny. 

Jr. writes letter to siblings. Then he is visited by father. Not whole lot of family bonding. 
Leaves 40-yr-old single malt on table. “Quit drinking, dad.” “More for me then.”

I take off my disguise, send transmission to the siblings who still like me, CB knocks at 
the door, I hurriedly put my disguise back on, CB congratulates my victory, I find an 
apple sitting at my door. 

Ezra reviews video from the hidden camera she put in my room and discovers that I’m 
not exactly who I say I am. 


